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Queen Marie of Roumania. It is
dogmatic queen, who savors of
of princess Anne and the king's sec­
seditious rebels who clamor for a re­

The rear walls will be arranged in a
theme of the comedy, and as individ­
his characters from real life.

The designing of the back­

Miss Waples' review will appear in
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A memorial gateway commemorat­
ing the service and sacrifices of vet­

In connection Dr. Mursell pointed
out the farmers. The importance of

In conclusion Dr. Mursell pointed
out the achievements of the nation what is happening now, how the student

Sinclair and Danburg

Appar In Oshkosh

David Scooter, tenor, and Russell
Scudder, pianist, appeared in a recent
discussion at the First Presbyterian
Church in Oshkosh, Sunday after­
morn. Sinclair sang three groups of
songs, and Danburg played a group of
Chopin numbers.

Miss Waples To Write

A Criticism Of Play

Miss Dorothy Waples, assistant
professor of English, will write a
criticism of "The Queen's Husband,"
which will be presented by Sunset
Players tonight, for the Lawrence, Miss. Waples' review will appear in
Tuesday's paper.

MODERN PLAY
BY SHERWOOD

IS OFFERING

"The Queen's Husband" Is Sec­
ond of Season's Major Dramatic
Projects

Sunset Players will present "The
Queen's Husband," a three act com­
edy by Eugene Sherwood. The His­

notch has been in charge of Carmen
and Josephine Dieckhoff.

The average college youth gets
shaved almost every m orning. There

are a variety of reasons that can be
used to explain this phenomenon on
the part of the college student. In
those cases the freshman's public
"shave" shows are probable, in some
cases the barber shop goes out of
business in a few cases a trip to the
barber shop develops, just a mere

Traveling salesmen win the deci­sion by a hair's breadth, and the
frequency of hair cuts, according
to the experience of these students,
is the college trade.

Then there are the college faculty
offices in Main hall, Tuesday even­
ing at 7 o'clock. All members must
be present or annual.
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With the election of a committee to choose Lawrence College's next goodwill student to Europe, the bowlers and the knowledge of the project have begun another verbal controversy on the campus. But if it runs true to form the controversy will result in nothing but a lot of post mortems grumbling on the part of the opponents after the project has been endorsed by a large majority vote of the students.

Lawrence College students are facing the same problem that confronted them last year. At that time a committee was chosen to put the proposition up to the student body—and then put it across. Before a vote was taken it seemed that the committee had a difficult task. Group talks about the campus and fraternity house and dormitory discussions tended to make a listener believe that the project was held in high disfavor generally. Yet, the vote resulted in a 520-156 win for the plan. And then the opposition got out their feelings, and dormitory discussions tended to make a listener believe that the project would never see the light of day.
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But if it runs true to form the controversy will result in nothing but a lot of post mortems grumbling on the part of the opponents after the project has been endorsed by a large majority vote of the students.
Carroll Refuses To Enter Wrestling Tournament

BALK EFFORTS FOR BIG FOUR MEET AT RIPON

Lawrence vipers dropped their dual track title of the year Monday night when they took the final Big Four meet game out of a 22 1 to 19 score at Beloit. The event at hill stood in favor of the gold. The Vikings' offense was considerably checked by the long narrow frame of the Sig Eps. They were unable to hit the loop from the center of the court. The Sig Eps have to their credit a victory over the D.I.'s, the former are slight favorites in the coming championship battle. Neither team is given any decided edge, however.

Both teams have been playing good ball throughout the season, and a hot game is expected.

Both teams will present the same lineup Saturday afternoon that have carried them through the season. The Sig Eps will have Campbell, Streight, and Eichhorn ready to guard the front of the forward line duty, and Pfeiffer, Parker, and Miller will share the guarding duties. Theta Phi will likely place their forward line even in the battle. Sage, Fefke, and Foreman, and Fefke, will guard against the Vikings.

Viking Matmen Lose To Beloit Squad, 18-4

Coach Clarence Rasmussen's Viking matmen suffered a severe shock when they were defeated by the Beloit squad Monday night. This defeat came after a short spell of 19-8 decisions. The Beloit wrestling team had an unusual strength and had been dope to lose the meet and then wonder if they would go on and be able to do more. However, they did and the result was a 10-8 victory over Captain Vincent's work and an advantage to the Norsemen.

The schedule of games for the girls' basketball tournament has been arranged as follows:

First Round: Friday by a draw, 7:30

Second Round: Monday night by a draw, 7:30

Third Round: Wednesday night by a draw, 7:30

Madison Library Director

Interviews Students

Miss Mary Execomi Hooker, II-

ary, director at the University of Wisconsin, is visiting Lawrence University to speak to students interested in library work as a vocation. Miss Helen Turner entertained Miss Home and me students on the Beloit campus Monday night at the Library. The students were divided on two groups. Each group was probably played off to determine the winner.

The third round matches played to date have resulted as follows:

Aronsearage, Beloit beat Effinger, Boyd. At the Boys' Action, Velly, Jesse, Schirmeier, and Gohard, Boath House, and Spears beat Franson.
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Boys, that a girl would be able to afford dates as much as girls could from wealthy families and that boys and girls came from equally wealthy families and that girls and boys came from Wisconsin to California. The Andes journey took a whole day to go from Wisconsin to California. The railroad expenses, the speaker claimed was due to the fact that different government lines, with tracks of three different sizes, necessitated a frequent changing of trains. He said that this entailed from his foreign trip last fall, "Chile" at the meeting of the Spanish South American country, and presented interesting information on its life, and people.

Dr. Rufus M. Bagg gave a talk on the question, "Resolved,

"The Murder in the Moors"—by Thomas Kinloch. E. F. Dot- son & Co. Inc. 248 p. $1.25. Mr. Kinloch has succeeded in creating a new kind of detective. Instead of the pondering, glib type who runs every clue and case ragged to the disgust of the reader, Peregrine Chiltern Smith, otherwise known to his friends for good and sufficient reasons as "Pithecanthro-

pus" Smith, we have a detective who is not only clever but very amusing as well. Smith prides himself upon his unconventionality in speech and dress and pays no attention at all to the opinions of others. He throws into the discard all theories and standardized methods of crime detection.

His idea, frequently expressed, is "catch the culprit." Others may waste their time seeking for a motive. Not so Smith. When a dead man is found in the moor, dressed only in his underwear, a short time after a prisoner has escaped from George-town Gaol, he refuses to jump at the conclusion that occupies the empty head of the constable. He pays no particular attention to an obvious suspect but is in a highly entertaining way he does catch the culprit. Inciden-tally one gets a vivid picture of the lowland country around Dukas- more, the people, and the general atmosphere of that locality, with a very pleasing story thrown in. The novel movement will intrigue you.

This book is deserving of attention because it bears the particular endorsement of A. A. Mike, H. C. Bully, and Father Knox, all writers of outstanding mystery stories.

Blue Key May Raise Entrance Requirements

At a dinner meeting at Russell Sage hall, Wednesday evening, Blue Key fraternity discussed plans for making membership to the group more restrictive. It is probable that the entrance requirements will be raised against, and the membership limit lowered. Plans for a new constitution were also discussed, but no definite action was taken because of a shortage of members.